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Abstract

Purpose – To provide an inventory of leader behaviours likely to enhance employees’ innovative behaviour, including idea generation and application behaviour.

Design/methodology/approach – Based on a combination of literature research and in-depth interviews, the paper explores leadership behaviours that stimulate employees’ idea generation and application behaviour. The study was carried out in knowledge-intensive service firms (e.g. consultants, researchers, engineers).

Findings – It was found that there were 13 relevant leadership behaviours. Although innovative behaviour is crucial in such firms, it has received very little attention from researchers. Leaders influence employees’ innovative behaviour both through their deliberate actions aiming to stimulate idea generation and application as well as by their more general, daily behaviour.

Research limitations/implications – Future quantitative research could condense our overview of leader practices, explore which practices are most relevant to employees’ idea generation and/or application behaviour, which contingency factors influence the leadership-innovative behaviour connection and provide information as to whether different practices are relevant in other types of firms.

Originality/value – Neither the innovation nor the leadership field provides a detailed overview of specific behaviours that leaders might use to stimulate innovation by individual employees. This paper fills that void.
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1. Introduction

One way for organizations to become more innovative is to capitalize on their employees’ ability to innovate. As Katz (1964, p. 132) puts it: “an organization that depends solely upon its blueprints of prescribed behaviour is a very fragile social system”. Work has become more knowledge-based and less rigidly defined. In this context, employees can help to improve business performance through their ability to generate ideas and use these as building blocks for new and better products, services and work processes. Many practitioners and academics now endorse the view that individual innovation helps to attain organizational success (Van de Ven, 1986; Amabile, 1988; Axtell et al., 2000; Smith, 2002; Unsworth and Parker, 2003). In order to realize a continuous flow of innovations, employees need to be both willing and able to innovate. Individual innovation is central to several well-known management principles, including total quality management (McLoughlin and Harris, 1997; Ehigie and Akpan, 2004), continuous improvement schemes (Boer and Gieskes, 1998), Kaizen (Imai, 1986),
corporate venturing (Elfring, 2003), and organizational learning (Senge, 1990). Here, we address how leaders may influence individual innovation.

Individual innovation has been operationalised in various ways. For example, the construct has been thought of in terms of a personality characteristic (Hurt et al., 1977) or an output (West, 1987). Others have taken a behavioural perspective (Janssen, 2000). We take the same line as the latter and address the influence of leaders on employees’ individual innovative behaviour. Much of the behavioural research on individual innovation has focused on creativity, for example, on how leaders can stimulate idea generation. However, when and how creative ideas are implemented, a crucial part of the innovation process, is under-researched. We include both behaviours in the area of idea generation and the application or implementation of these ideas as important elements of innovative behaviour.

As stated, we focus on the innovative behaviour of employees and the role leaders play in enabling and enhancing such behaviour. Previous work has indicated that employees’ innovative behaviour depends greatly on their interaction with others in the workplace (Anderson et al., 2004; Zhou and Shalley, 2003). In general, leaders have a powerful source of influence on employees’ work behaviours (Yukl, 2002). Innovative behaviour is no exception. Basadur (2004, p. 103), for instance, notes that in future business the most effective leaders:

... will help individuals (...) to coordinate and integrate their differing styles through a process of applied creativity that includes continuously discovering and defining new problems, solving those problems and implementing the new solutions.

Despite agreement on the importance of leaders in triggering individual innovation, little integration of leadership and innovation research is found in the literature. Various innovation studies explore the influence of leader behaviours using models developed in relation to performance outcomes, that is, leader behaviours that positively affect outcomes such as effectiveness and efficiency rather than innovation-related outcomes. Based on a special issue of Leadership Quarterly, Mumford and Licuanan (2004, p. 170) concluded that one cannot expect existing leadership models (developed to predict performance in routine settings) to be entirely applicable to the leadership of innovative individuals. Also, as mentioned above, most available research has focused on employee creativity, while the implementation of ideas is explored far less often. Innovation researchers often address a broad range of factors in their studies and, at most, include very brief measures of a single leader behaviour as one such factor amongst many (Cooper, 2003). No conclusions can yet be drawn from current innovation research as to which leader behaviours matter most.

The current study aims to provide more insight into the role of leaders in individual innovation. It uses a combination of in-depth interviews and literature research to explore what particular leader behaviours are likely to enhance employees’ innovative behaviour. The study is being conducted in knowledge-intensive service firms (e.g. engineering, IT, architecture, consultancy, market research). Knowledge-intensive service firms constitute an ever-increasing share of the business population and add significantly to economic development (Anxo and Storrie, 2001). Compared to other sectors, knowledge-intensive services have an intangible, heterogeneous and perishable nature (Hislop, 2005). Such firms have a strong need for continuous
minor improvements and additions to their current product offerings, making employees' innovative behaviour very important within this context.

2. Background

2.1 Innovative behaviour

Innovation theorists often describe the innovation process as being composed of two main phases: initiation and implementation (Zaltman et al., 1973; Axtell et al., 2000). The division between the two phases is believed to be the point at which the idea is first adopted; i.e. the point at which the decision to implement the innovation is made. The first stage ends with the production of an idea, while the second stage ends as soon as the idea is implemented (King and Anderson, 2002).

Many studies focus mainly on the creative or idea generation stage of innovation (Mumford, 2000; McAdam and McClelland, 2002). However, innovation also includes the implementation of ideas. Here, we define innovative behaviour as behaviour directed towards the initiation and application (within a work role, group or organization) of new and useful ideas, processes, products or procedures (Farr and Ford, 1990). Thus, defined, innovative behaviour can be seen as a multi-dimensional, overarching construct that captures all behaviours through which employees can contribute to the innovation process. In the current paper, our focus is on two core innovative behaviours that reflect the two-stage process: idea generation and application behaviour. These behaviours were dealt with previously as key steps in the process of individual innovation (Axtell et al., 2000; Krause, 2004; Dorenbosch et al., 2005).

To initiate innovations employees can generate ideas by engaging in behaviours to explore opportunities, identify performance gaps or produce solutions for problems. Opportunities to generate ideas lie in incongruities and discontinuities – things that do not fit expected patterns, such as problems in existing working methods, unfulfilled needs of customers, or indications that trends may be changing. In the implementation phase employees can play a valuable role in the innovation process by demonstrating application-oriented behaviour. For example, employees with a strong personal commitment to a particular idea may be able to persuade others of its value. Employees can also invest considerable effort in developing, testing and commercialising an idea.

Innovative behaviour is closely related to employee creativity. The demarcation between the two is blurred, as some researchers have proposed models of creativity that also pay attention to the implementation of creative ideas. For example, Basadur (2004) distinguishes between problem finding, problem conceptualisation, problem solving, and solution implementation. In line with this, in a review of creativity research, Mumford (2003) recommends that future work should investigate “late cycle” skills, i.e. the implementation of creative ideas. He recognizes that real-world performance – the expression, shaping and execution of ideas – represents “another important component of creative work” (p. 116), and considers the investigation of implementing ideas to be an important emerging issue.

Other authors have identified and discussed differences between innovative behaviour and creativity. Unlike creativity, innovative behaviour is intended to produce some kind of benefit. Innovative behaviour has a clearer applied component since it is expected to result in innovative output. However, it cannot be said that it comprises application only as innovative behaviours encompass employees'
behaviours directed at the production of novel products, services and/or work processes (West and Farr, 1990; Scott and Bruce, 1994). In that sense, creativity can be seen as a part of innovative behaviour that is most evident in the first phase of the innovation process, where problems or performance gaps are recognized and ideas are generated in response to a perceived need for innovation (West, 2002). West (2002) also suggests that the distinction between creativity and innovative behaviour is one of emphasis rather than substance. Thus, we have used both creativity and innovation research to identify potentially relevant leader behaviours (see below).

Some previous studies treated employees' innovative behaviour as a one-dimensional construct that encompasses both idea generation and application behaviour (Scott and Bruce, 1994; Janssen, 2000). This implies that differences in relevant leader behaviours between the two phases remain invisible, which is why recent work recommends keeping these phases of the innovation process separate (Mumford and Licuanan, 2004). We follow this suggestion and address both idea generation and application.

2.2 Leadership

The term leadership means different things to different people. Although no ultimate definition of leadership exists (Yukl, 2002), the majority of definitions of leadership reflect some basic elements, including “group” “influence” and “goal” (Bryman, 1992). We think of leadership as the process of influencing others towards achieving some kind of desired outcome.

Leadership research has taken different perspectives, leader traits, behaviours, and the influence of situational characteristics on leader effectiveness, for example, have all been studied. In the past 20 years, transformational and charismatic leadership approaches have gained in popularity (Den Hartog and Koopman, 2001). We limit ourselves to the behavioural perspective and address how leader behaviour influences employees’ idea generation and application behaviour. Although the impact of leaders seems intuitively appealing, most behavioural leadership studies look at performance or effective outcomes rather than innovation-related outcomes.

Available research on the relationship between leader behaviour and individual innovation has investigated transformational leadership, participative leadership, and leader-member exchange (LMX) theory. Transformational leadership is hypothesized to encourage creativity (Kahai et al., 2003; Shin and Zhou, 2003). As transformational leaders stimulate followers to view problems in new ways and help them to develop to their full potential, this is likely to result in the enhanced creativity of followers. However, previous studies show mixed results. Kahai et al. (2003) used an electronic meeting system with students in a laboratory experiment to investigate the impact of leadership, anonymity and rewards on creativity-relevant processes and outcomes. As a by-product they found a positive impact of transformational leadership. However, an experiment by Jaussi and Dionne (2003) found little effect of transformational leadership on creativity. In contrast, field research by Shin and Zhou (2003) in Korea showed that transformational leadership was positively related to follower creativity.

Participative leadership involves the use of various decision-making procedures that determine the extent to which people can influence the leader’s decisions and have the autonomy to design and perform their own tasks. Participative leadership can take different forms, including consultation, joint decision making and delegation...
Such leadership has been identified as an antecedent of individual innovation. Judge et al. (1997), for example, interviewed R&D managers, scientists, and technicians from new biotechnology firms and concluded that giving employees operational autonomy encouraged an innovative culture. In a study among the employees of a manufacturing plant, Axtell et al. (2000) found a positive relationship between participation and employees’ innovative behaviour, measured using self-ratings of employees’ suggestions and implementation efforts. Similarly, Frischer (1993) found that when product-development managers gave authority to their subordinates and provided them with a sense of responsibility, subordinates were aware of a positive innovation climate.

LMX theory focuses on the social exchange relationships between leaders and employees. It proposes that the quality of the relationship between a leader and follower influences outcomes such as subordinate satisfaction, supervisor satisfaction, performance, commitment, role conflict, role clarity and turnover intentions (Yukl, 2002). Some suggest that the quality of the relationship between a leader and follower is also related to innovativeness (Graen and Scandura, 1987). High-quality exchange relationships include providing employees with challenging tasks, support in risky situations and the provision of task-related resources and recognition, all facilitating individual innovation. In line with this, Tierney et al. (1999) found a positive relationship between high-quality relationships and creativity in a study among R&D leaders and employees of a chemical firm. Janssen and van Yperen (2004) also found that high-quality relationships had a positive impact on the broader construct of innovative behaviour.

In conclusion, most studies on the connection between leadership and individual innovation have explored the role of theory-based leadership styles, originally developed for other purposes such as the assessment of leaders’ impact on performance or effectiveness rather than innovation-related outcomes. They did not attempt to develop models aimed specifically at finding out how leader behaviour could stimulate the innovative behaviour of employees. Leadership models developed for more routine settings may not generalize to the leadership of innovative people (Mumford and Licuanan, 2004). Also, the studies that were carried out focus on the leader’s role in stimulating creativity (Shalley and Gilson, 2004), whereas the role of leaders in employees’ implementation of innovations received little attention. We, therefore, explored how leaders may trigger both these aspects of employees’ innovative behaviour.

There are various views as to how leadership differs from management and entrepreneurship. Leadership is seen as a subset of managerial activities, others see leading and managing as overlapping roles, yet others describe them as different processes. For example, Kotter (1990) differentiates their intended outcomes: management seeks to produce predictability and order, while leadership aims to produce change. In Kotter’s view, leaders and managers are not necessarily different persons, but rather different roles. This also holds for entrepreneurship. For example, when organizations grow beyond a few employees, entrepreneurs (should) start worrying about how followers must be directed towards specific goals (Shane, 2003). In this study, entrepreneurship, management and leadership are roles that are not mutually exclusive. Most of our interviewees fulfilled all three roles, including being a leader as part of their work. They are also managers and most were the entrepreneurs that started their firm. We thus use “leader” “manager” and “entrepreneur” interchangeably in referring to the interviewees.
3. Methodology
We combined in-depth interviews and literature research to develop the inventory of leader behaviours. The in-depth interview is a qualitative research technique that is particularly useful for exploration purposes, such as developing propositions on a particular subject (Churchill, 1999). It is a suitable research technique for relatively unexplored subjects (Eisenhardt, 1989). The use of literature is important to complement the results of an exploratory study (Strauss and Corbin, 1990). In this way, we used information from the field for our theorizing on leadership, and idea generation and application behaviour. As we focus on employees in knowledge-intensive services, we first explain how we defined this group within the working population and how we traced participants for the interviews. We then describe how we collected data and used the interview results and literature to arrive at our inventory.

3.1 Respondents
We selected 12 participants through purposive sampling. Each participant was a manager and/or entrepreneur (business owner) in a small knowledge-intensive service firm (<100 employees). Knowledge-intensive service is a relevant but under-researched context in individual innovation research. Alvesson (2000, p. 1101) defines knowledge-intensive firms as: “companies where most work can be said to be of an intellectual nature and where well-qualified employees form the major part of the workforce”. Hislop (2005, p. 217) defines knowledge workers as: “people whose work is primarily intellectual and non-routine in nature, and which involves the utilizations and creation of knowledge”. Based on this definition, a large range of occupations may be classified as knowledge-intensive, including lawyers, consultants, IT/software designers, advertising executives, accountants, scientists/engineers, and architects (Hislop, 2005).

All participants led (groups of) employees as part of their daily work. Since we wanted to understand which leader behaviours account for variation in employees’ idea generation and application behaviour, we aimed to interview both leaders who were good at eliciting employees’ innovative behaviour and leaders who did not explicitly focus on this or achieved only modest results. Methodologists recommend such an approach in this exploratory stage of research to reveal contrasts and develop propositions (Yin, 1994). We contacted the Dutch non-profit consultancy firm Syntens to trace suitable participants. Syntens has 250 consultants and aims to stimulate innovation in small enterprises by providing managers/entrepreneurs with advice and information. We asked three specialised consultants, responsible for a project on stimulating the use of suggestion schemes, to suggest managers/entrepreneurs from their network who had demonstrated excellence in stimulating employees’ innovative behaviour, and those who were not exceptionally good at this. The consultants maintained long-term and in-depth relationships with many managers/entrepreneurs. To ensure that social desirability (i.e. the rhetoric people may use to present themselves as enhancing innovative behaviour in others) was kept in check and that the consultants had sufficient knowledge to judge the extent to which a person actively stimulated innovative behaviour, we explicitly asked consultants to think only of strong ties in their network, people they had known for at least three years. Their suggestions enabled us to contact five “front-runners” and seven “average leaders” who agreed to participate. Table I shows that the interviewees are from a wide range of sectors, including research, engineering, consultancy, IT and accountancy.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Firm</th>
<th>Industry</th>
<th>Basic activity</th>
<th>Respondent</th>
<th>Number of employees</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Consultancy</td>
<td>Public relations and communication</td>
<td>Manager of new ventures</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>IT</td>
<td>Software development (language technology)</td>
<td>General manager</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Consultancy</td>
<td>Innovation and product development</td>
<td>Regional director</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Technological research</td>
<td>Development and transfer of scientific knowledge</td>
<td>General manager</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Consultancy</td>
<td>Strategic change</td>
<td>Senior consultant/team leader</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>IT</td>
<td>Internet applications</td>
<td>Entrepreneur/manager</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Market research</td>
<td>Management information</td>
<td>Entrepreneur/manager</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Accountancy</td>
<td>Approval of annual reports</td>
<td>Entrepreneur/manager</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>Mechanical instruments</td>
<td>Entrepreneur/manager</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>Constructions for buildings and bridges</td>
<td>Entrepreneur/manager</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Accountancy</td>
<td>Approval of annual reports</td>
<td>Entrepreneur/manager</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Consultancy</td>
<td>Investment decision making</td>
<td>Entrepreneur/manager</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I. Characteristics of respondents.

Employees’ innovative behaviour...
3.2 Data collection

Face-to-face interviews were held using a mostly unstructured format consisting of two parts. We first asked each respondent to describe his/her own leadership style, what role innovation plays in his/her firm, and whether and how employees are involved in innovation. After these general questions, we encouraged the participants to talk freely about their attitudes and behaviour as leaders. The respondent’s initial reply and our probing for elaboration determined the direction. We always attempted to elaborate on the potential impact of a respondent’s self-described leadership style on employees’ idea generation and application behaviour. In the second part of the interview, we revealed to the respondents that the goal of the interview was to explore how leaders stimulate idea generation and application behaviour among their employees. We then asked more direct questions about how a person could stimulate or discourage these behaviours. The interviews lasted for an average of 90 minutes. Comprehensive notes of the answers were taken and transcribed into an interview report immediately after each session. Follow-up questions were asked by telephone and/or e-mail when clarification was necessary.

3.3 Analysis

We studied the interview reports intensively to identify common categories of meaning. Two researchers worked independently on the coding process. Differences in categories were discussed and resolved. Current literature, as recommended by Strauss and Corbin (1990), served as background material for our search. We used Yukl’s (2002) taxonomy of “managerial practices” as a first classification of leader behaviours. This taxonomy consists of 14 leader behaviour constructs that are derived from empirical research and expert judgments (Appendix). It provides a description of what leaders do in their daily work, and this taxonomy seemed to encompass many possibly relevant leader behaviours. Using this as foundation categories of relevant leader behaviours were further developed and checked for suitability by looking for similar responses. We used information and insights emerging from the interviews as well as current literature to think of potential new categories and check for the suitability of existing ones.

This “back and forth” process, moving between the interview data and theory and literature, resulted in an inventory of 13 leader behaviours related to employees’ idea generation and application behaviour. Five of Yukl’s leader behaviours were retained in our final overview (monitoring, consulting, delegating, recognizing and rewarding). The other constructs were dropped whenever we felt that they were redundant or else redefined and refocused when they did not sufficiently reflect what interviewees described. In this way, insights emerging from the local context provided information for the theorizing process. We redefined Yukl’s (2002) practices of “supporting” “informing” and “clarifying roles” to suit this context better and relabelled them “support for innovation” “stimulating knowledge diffusion” and “task assignment”. Yukl’s other practices were not included in the final inventory as they did not surface in the interviews and were not found in existing literature linking leadership to individual innovation. Instead, several other behaviours that did emerge from the interviews and are mentioned in this literature were added, such as “providing vision” and “innovative role modelling”. Finally, our analysis also revealed some contingencies that may affect innovative behaviour. We discuss the results in the next section.
### 4. Results

Table II presents all leader behaviours that we found to be connected to innovative behaviour. Six behaviours were believed to relate to only one type of innovative behaviour, the others are likely to affect both idea generation and application behaviour.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Behaviour</th>
<th>Consists of</th>
<th>Relates to</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Innovative role-modelling</td>
<td>Being an example of innovative behaviour, exploring opportunities, generating ideas, championing and putting efforts in development</td>
<td>U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Intellectual stimulation</td>
<td>Teasing subordinates directly to come up with ideas and to evaluate current practices</td>
<td>U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Stimulating knowledge diffusion</td>
<td>Stimulating open and transparent communication, introducing supportive communication structures like informal work meetings</td>
<td>U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Providing vision</td>
<td>Communicating an explicit vision on the role and preferred types of innovation, providing directions for future activities</td>
<td>U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Consulting</td>
<td>Checking with people before initiating changes that may affect them, incorporating their ideas and suggestions in decisions</td>
<td>U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Delegating</td>
<td>Giving subordinates sufficient autonomy to determine relatively independently how to do a job</td>
<td>U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Support for innovation</td>
<td>Acting friendly to innovative employees, being patient and helpful, listening, looking out for someone’s interests if problems arise</td>
<td>U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Organizing feedback</td>
<td>Ensuring feedback on concepts and first trials, providing feedback to employees, asking customers for their opinion</td>
<td>U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Recognition</td>
<td>Showing appreciation for innovative performances</td>
<td>U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Rewards</td>
<td>Providing financial/material rewards for innovative performances</td>
<td>U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Providing resources</td>
<td>Providing time and money to implement ideas</td>
<td>U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Monitoring</td>
<td>Ensuring effectiveness and efficiency, checking-up on people, stressing tried and tested routines (negative relationship)</td>
<td>U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Task assignment</td>
<td>Providing employees with challenging tasks, make allowance for employees’ commitment when assigning tasks</td>
<td>U</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table II.**

Overview of leader behaviours
Some behaviour is more general in nature (e.g. consulting, delegating). Other behaviours
are aimed more directly at stimulating employees’ idea generation and/or application
efforts (e.g. providing resources).

4.1 Innovative role modelling
Most interviewees suggested that it is beneficial if they themselves are examples of
innovative behaviour. For instance, interviewees from the front-runners group stated:
“I am always looking for ways to do things better and improve results. It stimulates
some of my employees to do the same.” Or: “Some of my employees tend to behave like
I do, particularly the younger ones.”

Empirical evidence supports such a link between innovative role-modelling and
idea generation. Jaussi and Dionne (2003) hypothesized that leaders who act creatively
make themselves available for creative emulation, which in turn produces more
creativity in followers. Acting as a model for creativity was expected to increase the
chance that followers would practice idea generation themselves. In an experiment
using student participants, Jaussi and Dionne did indeed find a positive and direct
impact of role-modelling on creativity. Shalley and Perry-Smith (2001) found that
individuals who were provided with a creative work model were able to learn what was
considered creative from this model and, in turn, exhibited more creative behaviour.

Evidence of the link between role-modelling and application behaviour is scarce.
Tierney et al. (1999) found that direct assessments of leaders’ creative skills correlated
positively (in the 1930s) with output-based measures of individual innovation, such as
invention disclosures. Sundbo (1996) performed case studies in Danish service firms and
concluded that working with a manager of the “entrepreneurial type” strengthened the
entrepreneurial activities of employees. Extraordinary levels of implementation-oriented
innovative activity were found when such a leader was present. Therefore, both the
interviews and literature suggest that role modelling may stimulate both idea generation
and application behaviour.

4.2 Intellectual stimulation
Some of our respondents (mostly from the front-runners group) asserted that
stimulating employees to generate ideas is quite simple: just tempt or even entice them
to do so. For example, one respondent stated:

To solve problems we make a “criminal tour”. I ask my employees to think of something that
is not ethical or strictly prohibited by law, but could actually serve as a solution. It is a nice
way to find new methods we otherwise would never have thought of.

Such examples seem related to what theorists call intellectual stimulation: increasing
employees’ awareness of problems and stimulating them to rethink old ways of doing
things (Bass, 1985; Den Hartog, 1997). Intellectual stimulation may create opportunities
for employees to voice ideas that may otherwise be overlooked and is, therefore,
believed to trigger idea generation in particular. As most studies treat intellectual
stimulation as part of the broader-defined construct of transformational leadership,
research efforts have yet to focus explicitly on the connection between intellectual
stimulation and innovative behaviours. Empirical work on related topics does suggest
support for this link. In a study in R&D firms, Scott and Bruce (1994) empirically
demonstrated that when managers expect their employees to be innovative, employees
tend to perceive their leader as encouraging and facilitating their innovative efforts and
demonstrate more innovative behaviour. When individuals know that idea generation is important, they are more likely to show this behaviour (Shalley and Gilson, 2004). For example, Shalley (1991) examined the effects of two types of goals (i.e. a creativity versus a productivity goal) on creative output. Once a creativity goal was assigned, individuals were primed to focus attention and effort on this objective and exhibited higher levels of idea generation. Other studies found that even when there is no explicitly formulated goal, individuals are more creative when they are informed that it is considered to be important. For instance, Speller and Schumacher (1975) found that individuals’ scores on creativity tests improved if they were told that they were taking a creativity test.

4.3 Stimulating knowledge diffusion
Several respondents in the front-runners group believed that stimulating the dissemination of information among subordinates enhances idea generation. They sometimes arranged informal meetings solely for the sake of knowledge diffusion, while the non-innovative respondents usually paid little attention to this. Sample quotes that underline this contradiction:

It’s always good when people are aware of how things are going. When you hear about someone’s problems in engineering work, you may come up with suggestions or ideas for solutions if you have faced a similar problem in the past.

Versus:

Of course it is a good thing to socialise during a coffee break. But it should not take too long.

There is also research that suggests a link between knowledge dissemination and idea generation. In a recent literature review on leadership and creativity, Mumford et al. (2002) propose that part of the idea-generating ability of employees depends on their awareness of the needs, trends, and problems within their professional and business environment. This sort of knowledge provides the individual with a source for new ideas. In line with this, in a study of 19 innovative banking projects, Harborne and Johne (2003) found that leaders of successful projects were able to change the nature of relationships between employees through informal communication. Anomalies or things that do not fit expected patterns often serve as the basis for new ideas. Such discrepancies are best captured when information is widely available.

4.4 Providing vision
Interviewees in the front-runner’s group tried to anchor the innovative activities in their firms by providing their employees with a sense of direction and overarching goals as well as some general guidelines. In contrast, our less innovative participants did not mention providing a vision to support innovative activities. The innovative respondents attempted to communicate their ambition and drive and wanted to provide their employees with a beacon for innovative efforts. Providing an overarching vision was believed to enhance both idea generation and application behaviour for various reasons. First, it provided a frame of reference that indicated what kind of ideas would be appreciated. One interviewee from the innovative subset told us: “We want to be a leading firm in language technology. Of course, ideas that fit within our mission have a better chance of being implemented.”
Second, if a promising idea fits within a vision familiar to and shared by employees, convincing them of its value and guiding its implementation was believed to be much easier. This is illustrated by the statement of one of the interviewees that:

We want to innovate endlessly to create value for our customers and to improve our methods of delivery. Whenever an idea matches this principle, it is much easier to convince other employees of its value.

Most studies on individual innovation merge the construct of vision with other dimensions of transformational leadership. There are, however, studies that demonstrated an empirical connection between providing vision and measures of idea generation and application behaviour. Sosik et al. (1998) showed that providing a vision results in enhanced creativity on a computer-based brainstorming task. Hounsell (1992) demonstrated that the use of a vision results in successful research and development outcomes. These relate to application behaviour. Gebert et al. (2003) performed another study relevant to application behaviour. They claim that stimulating employees to be innovative entails particular risks. For example, one could end up with too broad a spectrum of initiatives. Gebert et al. define a construct called “integration” as being the clarity of the strategic course set by the organization, and the capacity to reach agreement on fundamental issues, and find support for a positive connection with employees’ decision to innovate.

4.5 Consulting
It was striking that most interviewees spontaneously indicated that they maintained a “loose” management style and were convinced of the value of asking subordinates for their opinion. Interviewees suggested that when something new is implemented, those who have to adopt it should be allowed to influence decision-making. Both the more and less innovative interviewees mentioned this. One interviewee stated that:

People are usually less motivated for another person’s idea unless they are able to reshape it. If I just order an employee to do something, I cannot expect a high-quality outcome.

As mentioned, research has identified participation in decision-making as a strong determinant of innovative behaviour. Recent research also confirms the proposed link between a consulting leadership style and both idea generation and application behaviour. Amabile et al. (2004) compared teams of knowledge workers, using their daily reports about critical incidents in the behaviour of their leaders. The two R&D teams involved differed dramatically in idea generation, innovative output, and their perception of leader support for innovation. The leader of the successful team involved subordinates in decision making during weekly meetings, during which he and the team worked together to set their priorities and goals. In contrast, the leader of the unsuccessful team never asked his workers’ for input for decision making. This lack of consultation undermined subordinates’ motivation and also deprived the project of fresh ideas that could have improved performance. Also, a case study by Ruigrok et al. (2000) suggested a positive relationship between innovativeness and a “shared leadership” style characterized by frequent consultation. Shared leadership enhanced people’s involvement and motivation to generate ideas and to strive for successful implementation.
4.6 Delegating

Extensive delegation was part of most interviewees’ leadership style. In both groups, respondents tried to provide subordinates with sufficient autonomy to ensure high-quality work results. One responding manager even spontaneously connected delegation to innovative behaviour:

As soon as we have decided to go ahead, I delegate the implementation activities to my employees. I am too dominant and my employees would not dare to object to my opinion.

There is consistent empirical support for a positive linkage between delegation and both idea generation and application behaviour. In a study among German middle managers, Krause (2004) investigated whether leaders can influence the innovation process by granting their subordinates freedom and autonomy. She found that granting freedom and autonomy was positively related to various types of innovative behaviour, including the generation, testing, and implementation of ideas. In an early study among NASA scientists, Andrews and Farris (1967) concluded that providing subordinates with more freedom to explore, discuss and challenge ideas was associated with higher innovation performance. Other studies carried out in different contexts point in a similar direction, these studies include work by West and Wallace (1992) in primary care teams, by Frischer (1993) in product development departments, by Nijhof et al. (2002) in a transport firm, and by Judge et al. (1997) in the biotechnology sector.

4.7 Support for innovation

Our interviews indicated that support could motivate employees in both phases of the innovation process. Experiencing support was believed to be helpful in creating and generating ideas. An innovative respondent stated that: “People know that I just love new ideas. That’s why they come up with suggestions every day. I am always excited by them.”

The way in which leaders dealt with mistakes seemed to be a key driver in the implementation stage. Most respondents from our group of front-runners, but also some in the non-innovative subset, indicated that mistakes should not be used to punish subordinates but instead should be considered a learning opportunity, for example: “You can really discourage innovative behaviour by being unreliable. When you do not support your subordinates when problems arise, you can forget successful innovation.”

Various studies relate support for innovation to individual innovation (both to idea generation and application behaviour). Olham and Cummings (1996) examined the influence of personal and contextual factors at work on employee creativity and found that a supportive supervisory style is one of the drivers of excellent creative performance. Krause (2004) focused on influence-based leadership, defined as changes in the behaviour of a person due to the actions or presence of another person. A leader’s support for innovative efforts was a predictor of idea generation and implementation efforts of middle managers. Barnowe (1975) investigated the impact of “leader assistance behaviours” on the performance of employees in an R&D organization. Leader assistance behaviours appeared to be positively related to R&D workers’ scientific and applied research outcomes (an output-based measure of individual innovation). Basu and Green (1997) also studied leader-members dyads in a manufacturing plant and demonstrated that employees are more likely to deviate from the ordinary, engage in unconventional behaviour, and implement innovative ideas if they are sure that they will not be penalized for it.
4.8 Organizing feedback

The innovative participants felt that organizing feedback is relevant and that this should be done as soon as the decision to go ahead with an innovative idea has been made. Leaders can provide feedback themselves, but may also ask others (e.g. subordinates) to take on this role. Another way in which participants arranged feedback was to let employees present an initial concept or idea to a group of customers and ask them for feedback. The innovative interviewees agreed that concepts for new services or processes would be improved by making sure that those who are developing and implementing it receive feedback on an initial version. For example, one respondent told us that:

A sparring partner is an important element in the way we innovate. The one who came up with the idea is often very excited about it and does not want to see its pitfalls. Sparring partners keep more distance and are open-minded. With their comments and additional ideas they can increase successful implementation.

Empirical work on the connection between organizing feedback and application behaviour includes a qualitative study in a Swedish telecom firm by Hellström and Hellström (2002). They conclude that the willingness of employees to strive for innovation depends on personal feedback that is given as soon as an idea is proposed. Positive, non-slashing feedback is perceived as a source of improvement. It increases the likelihood that an idea will improve. Likewise, innovation research at the organizational level suggests that feedback from customers can boost new product success rates (Cooper, 2003). These results suggest that new products or services should be tested, that is, evaluated by clients so that their feedback can be used to refine an initial concept. Von Hippel (2005) holds that user-innovation, where organizations increasingly develop innovations in partnerships with their customers and benefit from their ideas and modifications of products, will quickly become a key organizational innovation model.

4.9 Recognition

Several respondents in the front-runners group spontaneously stressed that they always tried to be positive to people coming up with initiatives, while most of their non-innovative counterparts confirmed this only when we asked for it explicitly. For example, an innovative respondent mentioned that: “When someone makes a suggestion I try to pay a lot of attention to such an initiative. Occasionally, I allow him or her a day or two to work out the idea.”

Recognition includes giving praise (compliments), awards (e.g. certificates of achievement, private budgets, increased autonomy) and ceremonies (e.g. public speeches and celebrations) (Yukl, 2002). Past studies suggest that a leader should be keen to recognize innovative contributions, as such behaviour may trigger both idea generation and application behaviour. From a case study within a Canadian transport firm, Nijhof et al. (2002) concluded that when someone has an innovative idea, it is devastating for future idea generation if he/she has to convince the management of its potential. Rather, managers should appreciate and listen to the idea, even if they do not approve it. Also, Redmond et al. (1993) asked undergraduates to work on a marketing task consisting of developing advertising campaigns for a new product (3D TV) under conditions in which confederate leaders either did, or did not, recognize innovative practices by stressing an undergraduate’s competence. Recognition led to higher-quality campaigns and a more effective application of creative problem-solving skills.
4.10 Rewards
Some interviewees suggested that financial rewards are helpful to focus employees’ efforts when trying to implement new services or work processes. No differences were seen between the two group of interviewees were seen. As one of our non-innovative respondents mentioned:

I do not believe that financial rewards are a trigger for idea generation. It does not improve work involvement. But after a new service has been introduced, my employees will see the results of their efforts in their salary. If I did not do this, I would communicate that you cannot make a career by doing more than expected.

In contrast to the interviewees’ experience, some previous research shows that financial rewards may not be the best incentive to stimulate idea generation. Amabile (1988) claims that intrinsic motivation is more important to trigger non-routine behaviours than extrinsic rewards. Her research suggests one should avoid using money to “bribe” people to come up with innovative ideas. However, as intrinsic motivation is no prerequisite for effective implementation, rewards may well be used to trigger high-quality application behaviour of employees. In line with this, other research indicates that material rewards can be helpful, but they should be in line with other leader behaviours like providing support and recognition (Eisenberger and Cameron, 1996).

4.11 Providing resources
As soon as the decision to implement a promising idea is made, providing the necessary time and money seems to be essential. Some relevant quotes of interviewees include:

Being enthusiastic about an idea is one thing, but your employees will not believe you if you do not come up with the resources to develop it.

And:

We have plenty of ideas, but at the moment we do not innovate at all. We have had a vacancy for over six months now, and we need all our time to keep up with our current activities.

Empirical support for a positive connection between providing resources and application behaviour is widely available. A frequently mentioned example of providing resources for employees is that of 3M, the multinational company where scientists and R&D professionals are encouraged to spend 15 per cent of their working hours on their own innovative projects (Brand, 1998). Ekvall and Ryhammer (1999) examined a variety of organizational variables that might influence innovation among scholars working at a Swedish university, and found that the availability of resources was most strongly related to their innovative results. Drawing upon interviews with R&D managers and employees, Judge et al. (1997) recommended that maintaining continuous “slack” resources helped to create an innovative culture. Finally, Nijhof et al. (2002) recommended exempting employees from their ordinary tasks in order to concentrate all their efforts on the development and implementation of their ideas. When employees were assigned to work on innovations only part-time they experienced working on a project as something additional to their daily activities, and this often resulted in longer development times, as their daily work remained the number one priority.
4.12 Monitoring

Compared to our innovative participants, the non-innovative interviewees appeared to have strong monitoring standards. One less innovative respondent thought this might be disadvantageous for idea generation:

We have adopted a low-cost strategy to be competitive. This implies that I frequently check whether my employees are spending too many hours on a single customer. This leaves them with less time think about doing their work differently.

The relationship with application behaviour was less clear. Some thought that excessive monitoring would hinder employees’ application efforts, but others were convinced that some degree of monitoring is desirable to keep track of progress. For instance, interviewees mentioned that:

You have to keep yourself informed about how things are going. You should not just throw away your money. But your supervision must not become too strict or else your employees will feel they are constantly being watched by “big brother” and avoid all risks.

The dilemma of the bright and dark sides of monitoring is also found in previous empirical work. Monitoring impedes employees’ idea generation because it makes them feel insecure and unsafe at work – their jobs may be threatened if they make mistakes. A survey-based study by Olham and Cummings (1996) demonstrated that controlling supervision was negatively related to employees’ creative performance. The comparison of two teams by Amabile et al. (2004) revealed that the leader of the unsuccessful team tended to over-control workers by issuing decrees and spending much time on checking performance and activities, even for their highly experienced workers. Excessive monitoring may have negative consequences for application behaviour as well. Focusing too strongly on error prevention (through monitoring) is likely to lead to low levels of risk taking, exploration and innovation (Kirkman and Den Hartog, 2004). Hitt et al. (1996) studied 250 firms that reported R&D expenditures each year between 1985 and 1991 and found that the implementation of strict financial controls was associated with less internal innovation (as a result of employees’ application behaviour). On the other hand, Leonard and Swap (2005) stress that some degree of monitoring is desirable to ensure the progress of both innovations and current operations. Thus, the relationship between monitoring and application behaviour may show an inverted U-shape, such that both excessive and too little monitoring hamper application.

4.13 Task assignment

Although no major differences emerged between both subsets, it was mentioned that it is important for task content to match job incumbents’ skills, abilities and preferences. One interviewee stated that:

It is essential that people like their job. If they enjoy doing their work, they are more interested in delivering high quality. Then they are more eager to make suggestions for improvements as well.

Literature indeed shows that task assignment can influence idea generation. Intrinsically motivating tasks serve as a trigger for creativity (Amabile, 1988). Olham and Cummings (1996) showed that manufacturing employees produced their most
creative work when they felt that they working on complex, challenging tasks. Tesluk et al. (1997) stress task rotation as a relevant practice to enhance innovative behaviour.

4.14 Contingencies

Some interviewees elaborated on factors other than leadership that may enhance or impede employees’ innovative behaviour. Examples include work climate and the external contacts among employees. One respondent stated that:

It is not only the manager who is important. I am not the first one who gets to hear about new ideas. Normally people talk to their colleagues first. If they reject an idea, I will probably never hear about it.

Other interviewees stressed that some employees may have better opportunities to generate ideas due to frequent external contacts in their daily work (for instance, sales representatives). A typical quote here is:

Having frequent contact with employees from other firms is helpful. Most of my younger people are still involved in a part-time education program for accountants. They have frequent contacts with the Accountancy Society. It is a good thing to meet other accountants and see how they do their work. I notice that it sparks new ideas in them.

These factors suggest that future research needs to explore the role that contingencies play in the relationship between leadership and employees’ idea generation and application behaviour. Moderators for some of these leader behaviours may exist in that they have a stronger or weaker impact on employees’ innovative behaviour in a given context. Leadership may also have indirect effects on outcomes, for instance, through creating a context in which innovative behaviour can flourish. For example, leadership may be crucial only in creating a work climate in support of employees’ innovative efforts.

5. Discussion

5.1 Conclusions and implications

One way for organizations to become more innovative is to capitalize on their employees' ability to be innovative. This paper aimed to contribute to the literature on individual innovation by providing an inventory of leader behaviours that may influence employees' innovative behaviour. We focused on behaviours that specifically influence employees' individual innovative efforts (rather than performance or effectiveness as much previous work did). In developing the inventory, we paid explicit attention to both the generation of ideas and employees' application behaviour, i.e. behaviours directed towards the implementation of creative ideas as the latter has received far less attention to date. We also differ from previous work in our focus on leaders in knowledge-intensive service firms. Individual innovation has received little attention in such firms, which is surprising given how relevant innovation by employees is for knowledge-intensive services. Our study provides insights into the behaviours that leaders in knowledge-intensive services use to stimulate innovation among their employees.

Drawing on a literature review and in-depth interviews, we identified 13 leader behaviour constructs that are proposed to influence either idea generation or application behaviour or both. The range of identified leader behaviours is wide: as a leader it seems impossible not to affect employees’ innovative behaviour. We revealed
some leader behaviours that can serve as a direct trigger to influence employees’ idea generation and/or application efforts, but we also highlighted the impact of some general leader behaviours that are displayed as part of any leading profession. The latter are more general in the sense that they do not specifically aim to stimulate innovation. In other words, leaders in knowledge-intensive services also influence innovative behaviour through their “day-to-day” ways of doing things.

Leaders vary in the extent to which they typically display consulting, delegating and monitoring behaviour. As was shown, these practices are likely to have an impact on both employees’ idea generation and application behaviour. Given our findings, leaders trying to enhance individual innovation among their employees could attempt to consult them more often, ensure that employees have sufficient autonomy in deciding how to go about their task, and support and recognize people’s initiatives and innovative efforts. Creating a positive and safe atmosphere that encourages openness and risk taking seems to encourage idea generation and application. Although excessive monitoring is likely to have a negative effect, some degree of monitoring may be necessary to secure the effectiveness and efficiency of the firm’s current operations. Creating a balance between stimulating innovative behaviour and ensuring short-term effectiveness and efficiency forms a challenge.

Our overview also contains behaviours shown by leaders with the explicit purpose of influencing individual innovation. For example, communicating an attractive vision that explicitly incorporates the role and preferred types of innovation may guide idea generation and application behaviour. Possibilities for idea generation and opportunity exploration also seem to be enhanced by directly stimulating and probing employees to generate ideas (intellectual stimulation), supporting open and transparent communication processes, creating avenues for knowledge sharing and diffusion, and assigning challenging tasks to employees. When employees have frequent external contacts (with customers, suppliers, etc.) this also seems to spark ideas. As some employees have better opportunities for idea generation than others (for instance, sales people who often meet external parties), leaders cannot reasonably expect a similar contribution to innovation from each of their employees. As soon as the decision to implement a promising idea has been made, additional risks may be involved. It takes time and money to implement beneficial novelty, but returns are never guaranteed. Also, when suggestions are never implemented people become de-motivated. Resources such as organised feedback are needed to enhance employees’ motivation and ability to reach successful implementation. Occasionally, it may also help to provide financial rewards to encourage the desired behaviour.

5.2 Limitations and future research

The current study has some limitations that offer an agenda for future research. As we confined ourselves to qualitative techniques, a large-scale follow-up survey would be useful to find out which of the identified leader behaviours do indeed have the proposed connection with employees’ idea generation and/or application behaviour. We found a wide range of leadership practices that play a role, but which behaviours are most relevant is not yet clear. It seems unlikely that all practices can be treated as atomistic ingredients that have an additive enhancing effect on idea generation and/or application behaviour. Rather, future quantitative research may condense the list we
provide into a more limited number of underlying dimensions. For instance, employees’ perceptions of (low) monitoring and (high) delegating may correlate and could form part of a broader empowerment-based construct.

Another limitation is our exclusive focus on leaders in knowledge-intensive services. Perhaps some different leader behaviours might be found in other sectors. Knowledge-intensive services should probably be distinguished from firms with other ways of organising the innovation process, such as supplier-dominated firms (e.g. personal services, hotels and retail stores) (Pavitt, 1984; Evangelista, 2000). Such firms are generally adopters of innovations developed by other firms, so innovative behaviour of employees is probably less crucial to these firms’ ability to generate profits and survive in the long run. Also, in our interviews we limited ourselves to leaders as a source of relevant behaviours. Although some respondents elaborated on experiences they had when they used to be an employee, additional interviews with subordinates may provide a more comprehensive picture of relevant leader behaviours.

Finally, although our focus was on providing an inventory of leader behaviours, contingency factors appeared to be relevant as well. As stated, interviewees mentioned a supportive work climate and external work contacts as potential antecedents of idea generation and application behaviour. Leaders play a role in creating a positive climate and provide the opportunity for employees to have external work contacts. These examples show that leaders also have indirect influence on individual innovation through the way in which they structure the work environment. Thus, future research should also try to address how leaders adapt to and even shape the environmental and organisational settings in such a way that the context optimally stimulates employees’ innovative behaviour.
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Appendix

Yukl’s (2002) taxonomy of managerial practices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Behaviour</th>
<th>Consists of</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Planning and organizing</td>
<td>Determining long-term objectives and strategies, determining how to use personnel and resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Problem solving</td>
<td>Identifying work-related problems, analysing problems in a timely but systematic manner to identify causes and find solutions, and acting decisively to implement solutions to resolve important problems or crises</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Clarifying roles and objectives</td>
<td>Assigning tasks, providing direction in how to do the work, and communicating a clear understanding of job responsibilities, task objectives, deadlines, and performance expectations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Informing</td>
<td>Disseminating relevant information to people who need it to do their work, providing written materials and documents, and answering requests for technical information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Monitoring</td>
<td>Managing on effectiveness and efficiency, stressing tried and tested routines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Motivating and inspiring</td>
<td>Using influence techniques that appeal to emotion or logic to generate enthusiasm for the work, commitment to task objectives, and compliance with requests for cooperation, assistance and support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Consulting</td>
<td>Checking with people before initiating changes that may affect them, incorporating their ideas and suggestions in decisions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Delegating</td>
<td>Giving subordinates autonomy to determine independently how to do a job</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Supporting</td>
<td>Acting friendly and considerate, being patient and helpful, listening to complaints and problems, and looking out for someone’s interests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Developing and mentoring</td>
<td>Providing coaching and helpful career advice, and doing things to facilitate a person’s skill acquisition, professional development, and career advancement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Managing conflict and team building</td>
<td>Facilitating the constructive resolution of conflict, and encouraging cooperation, teamwork, and identification with the work unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Networking</td>
<td>Socializing informally, developing contacts with people who are a source of information and support, and maintaining contacts through periodic interaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 Recognition</td>
<td>Showing praise/express appreciation for someone’s contributions and special efforts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 Rewards</td>
<td>Providing or recommending tangible rewards, such as a pay increase or promotion for effective performance, significant achievements, and demonstrated competence</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table AI.
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The practice and sustenance of innovative behaviors was not substantially discussed in previous literature. Past researchers also have discussed factors to sustain innovative activities in the organization. One of the main factors is leaders’ role. Leadership style is crucial in organizations to boost innovation performance. It is, therefore, imperative to investigate these leadership practices and most importantly understand how these variables can influence the practices and sustainability of innovation in organizations. (Retrieved 18 Feb 2012 from Emerald database).


Purpose: To provide an inventory of leader behaviours likely to enhance employees’ innovative behaviour, including idea generation and application behaviour. Design/methodology/approach: Based on a combination of literature research and in-depth interviews, the paper explores leadership behaviours that stimulate employees’ idea generation and application behaviour. The study was carried out in knowledge-intensive service firms (e.g. consultants, researchers, engineers). Findings: It was found that there were 13 relevant leadership behaviours. Although innovative behaviour is cruci